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Abstract
Islamic boarding school institution is one of the oldest institutions in Indonesia, but its development is slower
when it’s compared to other institutions. Researcher realizes that it is important to analyze the influence of
organizational development, leadership and communication toward employee motivation, and its implication
toward the teachers’ commitment at Islamic boarding school in Cilacap. To test the model and hypotheses,
researcher uses the analysis of Structural Equation Model (SEM). Furthermore, to estimate the model, the author
uses the program Analysis of Moment Structures (AMOS). Based on the research from Islamic boarding school
teachers in Cilacap regency, it could be concluded that (1) organizational development, leadership, and
communication give positive and significant impact on work motivation, either partially or simultaneously, (2)
organizational development, leadership, communication, and work motivation give positive and significant
impact on the commitment of Islamic boarding school teachers, either partially or simultaneously. Results of this
study recommends that the commitment of Islamic boarding school teachers can be improved by motivating
teachers in internal dimensions, especially those associated with the indicator in the form of an appreciation of
their competences or scholarships.
Keywords: organizational development, leadership, communication, work motivation, and commitment
1. Introduction
Change is a must. It also occurs in the world of education. Islamic boarding school as an institution that is
identical to the meaning of Indonesia’s originality (indigenous), religious and legalistic is formally recognized as
part of the national education system, which directly engages in developing themselves. Many Islamic boarding
schools are no longer oriented to curriculum based on religion (Religion-based curriculum), but also talks about
the question of curriculum nowadays society (society-based curriculum).
Islamic boarding school education is mainly important to the development of Human Resources in order to have
a better life and a good attitude to humanize human being (humanist). But on the other side, Islamic boarding
school teachers have their own problems and they must be continually motivated to be more professional. Along
with the models, adopting modern education should be done immediately in order to become “Centre of Muslim
Revitalizations" in Indonesia.
Many approaches must be addressed for the boarding school from managerial, organization, human resources,
communication, science and religious knowledge. Empirical rational approach should be done, in an effort to get
closer to the traditional Islamic boarding school community, together with rational and empirical approach to be
something that should be done immediately. In the end, these efforts will finally enhance the appreciation of the
Islamic boarding school community members, especially to the teachers at the Islamic boarding school on
scholarship with the more complex domain. It means that it’s not only the dogmatic theology, but a religion that
supported the narrative which is born of the rational and empirical approach it’s results from the study of science
and skills.
The effort to near upon Islamic boarding school communities to the tradition of rational and empirical
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approaches can be done by performing the human resources diversification, managerial, scientific, and
educational research territory on the education institution in Islamic boarding school. More explicitly, the
existence of education institution which reviews general disciplines (non-religious) as domain final study in
Islamic boarding school could be a real strategic option in order to increase the motivation of the teachers that
finally will be able to increase the commitment of Islamic boarding school teachers who is still considered
having lack motivation.
2. Summary Problems
Based on the above description, it can be summarized as follows:
1. Is there any influence of organizational development to the teachers' motivation of Islamic boarding school?
2. Is there any leadership influence to the teachers' motivation of Islamic boarding school?
3. Is there any influence of communication to the teachers' motivation of Islamic boarding school?
4. Is there any influence of organizational development, leadership and simultaneous communication to the
teachers' work motivation of Islamic boarding school?
5. Is there any influence of organizational development to the teachers' commitment of Islamic boarding school?
6. Is there any leadership influence to the teachers' commitment of Islamic boarding school?
7. Is there any influence of the communication to the teachers' commitment of Islamic boarding school?
8. Is there any influence of work motivation to the teachers' commitment of Islamic boarding school?
9. Is there any influence of organizational development, leadership, communication and work motivation
simultaneously to the teachers' commitment of Islamic boarding school?
3. Research Purposes
Based on the problems formulation, the purposes of this study, as follow:
1. To analyze and examine the influence of organizational development to the teachers' motivation of Islamic
boarding school in Cilacap Regency, Central Java Province.
2. To analyze and determine the effect of leadership to the teachers' motivation of Islamic boarding school in
Cilacap Regency, Central Java Province.
3. To analyze and determine the effect of communication to the teachers' motivation of Islamic boarding school in
Cilacap Regency, Central Java Province.
4. To analyze and examine the influence of organizational development, leadership and simultaneous
communication to the teachers' motivation in Cilacap Islamic boarding school, Central Java Province.
5. To analyze and examine the influence of organizational development to the teachers' commitment of Islamic
boarding school in Cilacap Regency, Central Java Province.
6. To analyze and determine the effect of leadership to the teachers' commitment in Cilacap Islamic boarding
school, Central Java Province.
7. To analyze and determine the effect of communication to the teachers' commitment of Islamic boarding school
in Cilacap Regency, Central Java Province.
8. To analyze and determine the effect of motivation to the teachers' commitment of Islamic boarding school in
Cilacap Regency, Central Java Province.
9. To analyze and examine the influence of organizational development, leadership, communication and work
motivation simultaneously to the teachers' commitment of Islamic boarding school in Cilacap Regency, Central
Java Province.
4. Theoretical Basis
Organization Development (OD) is a scientific instrument to enhance organizational effectiveness and health
because it contains a number of elements of OD, which is planned, covering the entire organization, long-term
impact, involving top management and the use of various forms of intervention based on behavioral approaches
(Siagian, 2004, pp. 3-14).
According to Spillane (2006, p. 10), the leader is a change agent with activity to affect people over the influence
these people to him. Similarly, Stuart and Morgan (2002, p. 352), says that the leaders are expected to have an
ability to influence, giving instructions and also be able to determine the individual to achieve organizational
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goals.
Daft (2008, p. 363) gives interpretation to the motivation as internal forces or an external person that rises
enthusiasm and resistance to do a series of specific actions.
Hamalik (2007, p. 158) says that the motivation is the change of inner person’s energy which is characterized by
the emergence of feelings and reactions to achieve the goal. While Barelson and Steiner (2001:115) points out
that the motivation is an inside person condition which encourages, evokes, or mobilizes and directs or
distributes behavior to gain the goal. This includes the entire category, motivational impulses, desires, needs and
similar power (Siagian, 2003, p. 95).
Mathis and Jackson, Angelo (2001, p. 99) argues that organizational commitment is the level of trust and
acceptance human resources or employees to organizational goals and have a desire to stay in that organization.
Kreitner and Kinicki, Angelo (2003, p. 274) points out that organizational commitment reflects on how an
individual identifies himself with the organization and committed to goals stated before.
Dimensions of organizational commitment by Meyer and Allen, as written by Luthans, Sweeney and McFarlin
(2002, p. 237) has three main components, namely:
affective commitment, including the emotional connection with the organization and the involvement of
employees in the organization; continuance commitment, including the things that underlie employee loyalty to
the organization; normative commitment, the employees feeling of obligation that he has to give to the
organization.
While Jaros in Laka-Mathebula (2004, p. 15) distinguishes organizational commitment in three dimensions,
namely: (1) affective, it’s the level of psychological attachment of individuals to be employees within the
organization, (2) continuance, it’s the feeling of individuals because of the high risk that will be taken when
leaving the organization, (3) moral, it’s the level where individuals are psychologically tied to the goal of being
an employee in an organization through internalization of the goals, values, and mission.
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Figure 1. Framework Research Model
5. Research Methods
This study was implemented from January 2011 to July 2011 and located throughout the Islamic boarding
schools which have formal institutions in Cilacap regency, Central Java. The research method is adopted for the
two interests, they are descriptive and inference. First, the descriptive research is aimed to obtain a description of
the characteristics of influence. In Arikunto Suharsimi (2010, p. 54), descriptive study is conducted by
researchers in the hope that the result of the study is in the form of description, depiction or description of
something. Second, the inference will test the truth of a hypothesis through data collection.
Models and hypotheses are tested by using analysis of Structural Equation Modeling (SEM). According Waluyo,
Minto (2009, pp. 15-25), a complete SEM model basically consists of a Measurement Model and Structural
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Model. M
Measurement Model
M
is aimedd to confirm a dimension oor factor basedd on empiricall indicators. While
W
Structural Model is a moodel through sttructural relatioonships amongg factors that m
make causalityy.
6. Discusssion

Figure 2. Full Sttructural Equattion Model
The resultt of this reseaarch concordss with Tiyagi’’s opinion in Wibowo (20006), he says tthat organizattional
developmeent is a planneed effort relateed to the increeasing of creattivity, skill prooblem solvingg, instructional, and
human proogress in organnization, and iit is proven thhat organizationnal developmeent gives signiificant influence to
work motiivation. The value
v
of Critical Ratio (CR) on the influeence of organizzational develoopment to the work
motivationn amounts to 2,610.
2
This inddicates that CR
R value > ttablle (2,610 > 1,9960). Thus thee hypothesis which
w
indicates oorganizational development ggives significaant influence w
with work motiivation is receiived.
To testify the influence of organizatioonal developm
ment toward w
work motivatioon, it indicates that the valu
ue of
highest dim
mension is huuman resourcee, and it amouunts to 0,748. Thus the hum
man resources dimension mu
ust be
maintainedd, especially inndicators that hhave the highest value, that is purpose deteermination. Whhile manageria
al and
organizatioonal dimensionns should conttinuously be im
mproved in ordder that the teacchers’ work mootivation of Isllamic
boarding sschools alwayss increase (Sunnhaji, 2017).
Leadershipp, in a broad sense,
s
is an acctivity to influeence the behavvior of others,, or the art of influencing hu
uman
behavior, bboth individuaals and groups.. Leadership shhould not be liimited by the rrules, the leadeership also doe
es not
have to bee bound to occcur in a certaain organizatioon, but leadersship can occurr anywhere, ass long as som
meone
shows his ability to motiivate teachers.
Leadershipp gives significcant influence on work motiivation. Value of Critical Rattio (CR) on leaadership influe
ences
on work m
motivation is att 2.496. This inndicates the vaalue of CR > ffrom ttabel (2.4996 > 1.960). Thhus, the hypotthesis
which indiicates leadershhip significantlly influence woork motivationn is received.
The argum
mentation of leaadership influeence to work m
motivation sugggests that the value of the hiighest dimensiion is
value systeem which has score 0,833. T
Thus, the valuee system dimennsion must be maintained, esspecially indic
cators
that have the highest vaalue, that is, aappreciation too the perform
mance of suborrdinates, whilee the dimensio
on of
behavior aand competencce should be im
mproved in ordder to increase teachers’ motiivation.
Communiccation gives siignificant influuence on workk motivation. V
Value of Critical Ratio (CR) on communication
influences to the work motivation
m
is aat 2.069. This indicates the vvalue of CR > from ttabel (2.0069 > 1.960). Thus
the hypothhesis which inddicates commuunication significantly influeence work motiivation is receiived.
The argum
mentation of communicatioon influence oon work motiivation showss that the vallue of the hig
ghest
dimensionn is the horizzontal dimension which haas score 0.7773. Thus, the horizontal diimension musst be
maintainedd, especially inndicators that have the highhest value, thatt is, the availaable time to coommunicate. While
W
the verticaal dimension must
m
be increeased in orderr that the worrk motivation of teachers inn Islamic boarrding
schools alw
ways developss.
This is reelevant to Robbin’s opinion (2002) that ccommunicationn maintai sim
multaneously nns motivation with
explanatioon to the emplooyees on what to do, how weell they do andd what can be ddone to increaase the commitment
if it is at bbelow standardd. Theory of m
motivation is a concept that ggives an explaanation of the person's needss and
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desires and it also directs their actions.
Motivation is an activity to give encouragement to someone or yourself to take a desired action. In addition, it
also drives people to carry out their activities. If people are motivated to carry out their activities, they
demonstrate their work enthusiastically. This action is caused that they have sense of belonging, and it is a
positive choice for them to do it. When motivation has been owned by each of teachers then is expected to
develop his responsibility towards his job. It can also build willingness to participate in achieving organization
goals, and finally, it will create a conducive working environment and increase the commitment of teacher in his
instructional.
Organizational development, leadership, and communication give simultaneously significant influence toward
work motivation. Based on the above results, it can be seen that the organizational development, leadership, and
communication influence toward work motivation and it indicates value R square of 0,803. This suggests that
organizational development, leadership, and simultaneous communication have a significant contribution to the
work motivation.
The argumentation of organizational development, leadership, communication partially or simultaneously
influence the work motivation. It can be seen that the most dominant variable is organizational development with
the highest value dimension on human resources which has score 0.748. Thus the human resources dimension
must be maintained, especially indicators that have the highest value, that is, orientation. While the other
dimensions of each variable must be improved either partially or simultaneously in order that the work
motivation of teachers in Islamic boarding schools increases.
Organizational development gives significant influences on the teachers' commitment. Value of Critical Ratio
(CR) on the influence of organizational development to the teachers' commitment amountes to 2,016. This
indicates that the value of CR > from ttabel (2.016 > 1.960). Thus the hypothesis which indicates organizational
development gives significant influence to the teachers' commitment is received.
The argumentation that organizational development influences significally to the teachers' commitment is shown
that the value of the highest dimension is the human resources, it has score 0.748. Thus the human resources
dimension must be maintained, especially indicators that have the highest value, that is orientation, while
managerial and organizational dimensions should be increased so that the commitment of Islamic boarding
school teachers can improve.
Leadership gives significant influence upon the teachers’ commitment. CR values of leadership influence toward
the teachers' commitments amounts 2,072. This indicates the value of CR > from ttabel (2.072 > 1.960). Thus, the
hypothesis which indicates leadership influences the teachers' commitment is proved.
Discussion of leadership influence the teachers' commitment points out that the value of the highest dimension is
the value system which has score 0.833. Thus, the value of the system dimensions must be maintained,
especially indicators that have the highest value, that is, appreciation to the performance of subordinates. While
the dimension of behavior and competence should be continiously improved so that teachers' commitment gets
higher.
Communication between leaders and subordinates cannot be separated from the paternalistic culture, that is,
leaders rarely or never give authority to their subordinates to act independently, take initiative, and make
decisions. This is because the communication made by leaders to subordinates is formal. Because there is a
distance of organizational structure between leaders and subordinates. The consequences of this behavior is that
the subordinates are not used as a source of information, ideas, and suggestions. In the absence of information,
ideas, and suggestions from subordinates, a leader will not know the weaknesses and lack so that the leader will
be bankrupt. On the other hand, the presence of information, ideas, and suggestions from the subordinates, the
leader can state a future plan to increase his commitment and his subordinates as well.
With a good leadership, teachers feel trust, admiration, loyalty and respect for leaders and teachers are motivated
to do more than expected. Leaders must be able to make teachers more aware of the importance and value of the
work and persuade them not to prioritize their self-interest but for the sake of a larger organization.
Good leadership can develop the skills and confidence to the teachers about responsibility more and more in an
organization that gives an authority. With this kind of leadership, it will be able to increase the commitments that
had been made. In turn, the teachers will prioritize to the shared or common interest than personal one.
Communication gives significant influence to the teachers' commitment. Value of Critical Ratio (CR) on
communication influences toward the teachers' commitment is equal to 2.038. This indicates that the value is
CR > from ttabel (2.038 > 1.960). Thus, the hypothesis which indicates the communication influences the teachers'
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commitmeent is proved.
Communiccation influencces to the teacchers' commitm
ment indicatess that the valuee of the highest dimension is
i the
horizontal dimension which
w
has scorre 0.773. Thus the horizonttal dimension must be maintained, espec
cially
indicators that have the highest value,, that is availab
able time to coommunicate, w
while the verticcal dimension must
be increaseed in order thaat the work mootivation of teaachers in Islam
mic boarding scchool continuously to increasses.
Work mottivation gives significant inffluence to the teachers' com
mmitment. Valuue of Critical Ratio (CR) on
n the
influence of motivation to the teacheers' commitmeent is at 2,0977. This indicattes the value oof CR > from
m ttabel
(2.097 > 1.960). Thus,, the hypotheesis which inddicates motivaation influencce significantlly to the teac
chers'
commitmeent received.
Work motivation influennces toward thhe teachers' coommitment. It indicates thatt the highest vvalue is the intternal
dimensionns and has scoore 0.799. Thuus the internall dimensions m
must be mainttained, especiaally indicatorss that
have the hhighest value, that is scholarrship and skilll appreciation,, while the external dimensiions and indic
cators
should be improved so thhat so that teacchers' commitm
ment get higheer.
Organizatiional developm
ment, leadershhip, communiccation and woork motivationn give simultanneously signifficant
influence tto the teacherss' commitment..
Based on the above results,
r
it apppears that orgganizational deevelopment, lleadership, coommunication, and
motivationn influence thee teachers' com
mmitment whicch is indicatedd the value of R square of 0..903. This suggests
that organnizational devvelopment, leaadership, com
mmunication, aand work mootivation havee simultaneoussly a
significantt contribution to
t the teacherss' commitment.
Organizatiional developm
ment, leadershhip, communiccation and worrk motivation influence joinntly to the teac
chers'
commitmeent and shows that the mostt dominant varriable is work motivation onn the internal dimensions, th
hat is
0.799. Thuus the internal dimensions m
must be maintaiined, especiallly indicators thhat have the hiighest value, th
hat is
scholarshipp / skill apprecciation, while the dimensionns and other inddicators shouldd continue devveloping so tha
at the
teachers' ccommitment inn Islamic boardding school in Cilacap District continues caan increase.
The teacheers’ commitmeent of Islamic boarding schoool is built toggether with thee organizationaal development, the
pattern of democratic leadership, goodd communicatiion, and mainttained motivattion. Organizaational commitment
is a psychhological consttruct that is chharacteristic off relationship organization m
members with their organiza
ation.
Teachers w
who are comm
mitted to the oorganization w
will be able to survive as parrt of an Islam
mic boarding sc
chool
than membbers who do noot have a comm
mitment to thee Islamic boardding school.
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7. Conclusion
On the above analysis, it can be concluded that organizational development, leadership, and communication
affect the teachers' motivation of Islamic boarding school, it is proved by the value of R square of 0,803. This
shows that organizational development, leadership, and communication have simultaneously a significant
contribution to the work motivation. Thus the work motivation of teachers in Islamic boarding school can be
improved by developing the organization, effective leadership, and improve the quality of communication.
Evidence of organizational development, leadership, communication partially or simultaneously influence the
work motivation suggests that the most dominant dimension is the dimension of organizational development
with the highest dimension value on human dimensions, that is 0.748. Thus the human dimension must be
maintained, especially indicators that have the highest value, namely determination indicator. While other
dimensions of each variable must be improved either partially or simultaneously in order that work motivation of
teachers in Islamic boarding school can increase.
Organizational development, leadership, communication, and motivation affect teachers; it’s proven by
commitment to the value of R square of 0.903. This suggests that organizational development, leadership,
communication, and work motivation have simultaneously a significant contribution to the commitment of
teachers. Based on these inventions, a commitment means teachers can be improved by developing
organizational Islamic boarding school, leadership, communication, and work motivation either partially or
simultaneously, with the most dominant variable is work motivation which has highest score in internal
dimension of 0,799. Thus, the internal dimension must be maintained, especially indicator which has the highest
value, that is the indicator of scholarship/diploma appreciation.
8. Recommendations
The results of this study recommends that the commitment of Islamic boarding school teachers can be improved
by motivating teachers in internal dimensions, especially those related to the indicators in the form of an
appreciation of scholarship or skill.
In addition, the organizational development of Islamic boarding school in the development of Human Resources
(HR) is also a recommendation of this study to continue intensively to be implemented in order to increase the
motivation of Islamic boarding school teachers.
As we know that the main source of inspiration in forming ideology in Islamic boarding school community is the
norm or the doctrine of Islam. Therefore, the cognitive orientation of Islamic boarding school community is, of
course, aligned with the ideal life which is harmoneous to the norm or the doctrine of Islam.
On the other hand, the dynamics of today's social norms or ideals demanding doctrine of Islam which is
indicated by a variety of empirical evidence as desired so that its significance can be undergone not only in real
life today, but also in the hereafter.
Thus, besides dogmatic approach, the need of rational and empirical approach in narrating various ideal norms or
the doctrine of Islam become an absolute precondition for religious life in today's contemporary era.
In the education world of Islamic boarding school, rational and empirical approach are still a very rare item.
Such an approach is more prevalent in the world of general disciplines (non-religious). In consideration of the
urgent need for the use of rational and empirical approach, the Islamic boarding school community efforts to get
closer to the tradition of rational and empirical approach are also something that should be done immediately.
This effort will enhance the appreciation of Islamic boarding school community member, especially teachers in
the Islamic boarding school on the scholarship with a more complex domain, meaning that not only dogmatic
theology, but religion which is supported by a narrative born from rational and empirical approaches as the result
of the study of general disciplines (non-religious), finally increasing recognition of the ability or skill will be
able to increase the motivation of teachers.
Institutionally, the effort to bring Islamic boarding school community to the tradition of rational and empirical
approach can be done by diversifying the areas of education studies at the institution in Islamic boarding school.
More explicitly, the existence of institutions that assess general disciplines (non-religious) as a complement
domain studies in an Islamic boarding school can be a real choice effort that is very strategic.
In turn, the alumnus of educational institution who studied the general disciplines (non-religious) will strengthen
the narrative of Islamic norms, and ultimately will strengthen belief about the importance of achieving an
organizational goals determined together.
Strong beliefs about the importance of achieving an organizational goals determined together will further
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strengthen the position of the organizational direction as something that drives the activities of the entire
organization members. A strong belief about the importance of achieving determined organization goals
strategically will increase the commitment of all teacherrs in Islamic boarding school.
Academic advice for the next researchers is to develop further research to expand the study of organizational
development, leadership, communication, motivation, and commitment of teachers or other variables with
different research objects.
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